For Serious Freestylers!

New frame geometry and design make the BRAVO PRO & BRAVO TEAM ISSUE the preferred frame systems for serious stylists.

Identically equipped with Dia-Compe AD-990 cross-pull rear brakes mounted under the chainstays, front Dia-Compe 880-F/S & new Tech-7 locking levers, this baby stops right now! Kuwahara Bravo low handlebars, Bravo stem, laidback seatposts & Odyssey gyro, are all standard equipment. Super wheels & tires, killer cranks and the winning tradition. You gotta check 'em out now! See your bike shop for details.

NO POSERS

Bravo Pro available in Black. Bravo Team Issue available in Black Splatter.
THE KUWAHARA RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT TEAM DID THEIR HOMEWORK ON THIS ONE.
CHECK IT OUT!

★ Special Tri-Moly Kicktail Design Frame with Center Step & Rear Steps.
★ Cro-Moly Oversized Fork with Drilled Legs & Platforms included.
★ Your choice of Araya 48 Spoke Alloy Wheels or Skyway Mags.
★ Odyssey Gyro.
★ Alloy Freestyle Brakes with Locking Mini Mountain Levers.
★ Available in Grey/Pink, Blue/White, Yellow/Black & Red/White.

Get Down to Your Favorite Bike Shop Now!
This Magician’s Disappearing Quick!
Don’t sell your little brother too short. This puppy’s been produced to fit your pocketbook.

- Special Tri-Moly Kicktail Design Frame with Rear Step Plates
- 2-Tone 48-Spoke Steel Wheels
- Odyssey Gyro
- Alloy Freestyle Brakes with Locking Mini-Mountain Levers
- Kuwahara Freestyle Stem, Handlebars, Cro-Moly Seatpost and Cro-Moly Crank
- Available in Grey/Pink, Blue/White, Yellow/Black, Red/White

IT’S NO ILLUSION!
You don’t need to hear the line about the KUWAHAIRA HOPPER being a high performance/superior quality bike at a truly affordable price, do you???

- Kuwahara durable Diamond Frame
- Leading Axle Tubular Fork
- Cro-Moly 1-piece Crank
- Front & Rear Alloy Brakes
- Complete Pad Set
- Black, Blue, Yellow, Grey & Red

You can’t afford to let this one disappear!
QUESTION:
What do you have in common with
Trash Can Bob Morgan, Frank Poou
Lee Medlin, R.L. Osborn, Kevin McNe.
Matt Harris, Anthony Sewell, Dary
Young, John Marzoff, Leo Green,
Jumpin' Jim Pratt, Kim Johnson, Wen
Rutherford, Troy Raatz, Chad Henders
Clint Miller, Gary Ellis.....?

ANSWER:
You all have, or soon will, win races on a Kuwahara bicy
The top of the line LASER
LITE-3000 and the race
proven NOVA TITLIST can be
seen at quality bicy
stores worldwide. Ride
today and compare. Lasers
3000 available in Dayglow
Pink, Dayglow Green. Now
Titlist available in Dayglow
Pink, Dayglow Blue, Chrome.
BEWARE:

Herds of WALDO'S are showing up at Bike Shops everywhere.

Be on the lookout for a 12” Standard and two OUTRAGEOUS Freestyle models; one 12” & a 14-incher, both using Odyssey Gyros, Freestyle Brakes, Locking Levers, Kuwahara Freestyle Bars & Stem and a lot more.

Hurry, don’t get caught in the stampede!

Keep your eyes peeled for Yellow, Grey & Blue ones.